
                                                                       

Curriculum Vitae 

 

David Michael Pfeiffer 

 

Education:  

 

MA in Public History earned at IUPUI 

 

Graduate Certificate in Museum Studies from Indiana University 

 

BA in History, with a Minor in Theology, from Loyola University Chicago 

 

Honors: 

 

University Fellow at IUPUI 

 

Paul S. Leitz Award for “Distinguished Historical Scholarship” by the History 

Department at Loyola University Chicago 

 

Graduated Magna Cum Laude with Honors from Loyola University Chicago 

 

Professional Experience: 

 

Independent Contractor for the Great Lakes Naval Museum Foundation: I provide the  

day-to-day presence of the Foundation at the Great Lakes Naval Museum and liaison  

with the Museum staff.  I oversaw the opening of the Foundation run gift shop in the  

Museum and continue to manage it by running it during open hours, keeping the  

inventory, and completing the store orders.  I am the main event organizer for the  

Foundation as well.  I helped organize the Museum Grand Opening event and a reception  

for Bob Mayo of the Cancer Treatment Centers of America.  I collected Foundation  

material for their archives and have begun the process of digitizing important documents.   

I write and distribute the Foundation’s quarterly newsletter, Scuttlebutt.      

 

Intern at the Great Lakes Naval Museum: curatorial credit for the exhibit “Diversity in  

the Navy: Reflecting Change in America.” For this exhibit, I came up with the concept,  

did the research, wrote the text panels, helped choose the artifacts for display, and  

assisted in the exhibit setup.  I also assisted in the organization of the collection by object  

type for cataloguing and did an inventory of the model ship collection. 

 

Collections Technician, Intern in the Collection Management and Curatorial departments  

at the Chicago History Museum: background research for future exhibit on Hyde Park,  

processing objects in a new Marshall Field’s collection, and updating records and  

condition reports in Star (database program) for the museum’s collection of model ships.   

The main focus of the second half of the internship was working on an exhibit on  

American History entitled “Facing Freedom.”  Work included creating a database in  

Microsoft Access and worksheets for objects in the exhibit, developing interactive  



                                                                       

activities by researching possible topics, pulling objects from storage, and assisting in the  

digital photography of objects in the exhibit.  Collections Technician position was a  

temporary part time position that involved returning artifacts from previous exhibits to  

their permanent storage locations.    

 

 

Conferences Attended: 

 

American Association of Museums Annual Conference, 2010 

 

National Council on Public History Annual Conference, 2008, 2009, 2010.  I gave a 

presentation titled “Unraveling Hidden Stories: Exploring Uses for Military Uniforms at 

Public History Sites” for the panel “Broadening the Horizons of Military History at 

Public History Sites” at the 2010 Annual Meeting in Portland, Oregon.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


